This produces the two main output files "capacity" and "formulae". These need to be transferred into the folder of the processing program.
S2. Data Processing Procedure
The GUI of the data analyser is largely self-explanatory. It takes the information as asked and passes it to the searching routine. This will write to two new output files prefix-capacity and prefix-formulae, which contain only the structures that fall into the requested subsets. Please note that some fields must not be left blank, but these contain default values that reach over the whole range.
In the element symbols lists, any spacer except for letters can be used.  \nIt is free for use for the academic community.\n\n').grid(row=1, columnspan=3) LabelName=Label(main,text='Please name the prefix \nfor the output files:\n \n').grid(row=2, sticky=E) LabelEl=Label(main,text='Please type the element symbols\n that must be present:\n \n').grid(row=3, sticky=E) LabelNoEL=Label(main,text='Please type the element symbols\n that must NOT be present:\n \n').grid(row=4, sticky=E) LabelNumEl=Label(main,text='Please give the minimum and maximum\n number of elements:\n \n').grid(row=5, sticky=E) Labelgrav=Label(main,text='Please give the minimum and maximum\n levels of the gravimetric capacity (mg(H2)/g):\n \n').grid(row=6, sticky=E)  Labelvol=Label(main,text='Please give the minimum and maximum\n levels of the volumetric capacity (g(H2)/L):\n \n').grid(row=7, sticky=E)  
